VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
Intellectual Property Policy
Scope and purpose. This policy relates to the rights of Vanderbilt University Medical Center
(“VUMC”) with respect to works of authorship created by its employees (“employees”) or
contractors. Some such persons are also Vanderbilt University (“VU”) faculty, students or
employees. VU’s rights with respect to works of authorship by VU faculty, students, and staff
are contained in VU’s Technology Policy, available at
http://cttc.co/inventors/policies/vu-technology-policy. The VU Technology Policy also governs
ownership and rights with respect to inventions and computer software created by VUMC
employees and contractors, as well as VU faculty, staff, students, and contractors.
Effect of Policy. This policy is a material term of every VUMC offer of employment and
resulting employment relationship. The allocations of rights effected by this policy are effective
immediately as of the Effective Date or on acceptance of employment, whichever occurs first.
Effective Date. This policy is effective on April 30, 2016.
As used in this policy “works of authorship” means any type of work covered by copyright law,
including audio and visual works, as well as the written word, in any medium.
Literary and Artistic Works. All rights in (a) scholarly works of any kind, including books,
articles, dissertations, and publications, (b) artistic, literary, film, tape, musical works (except
any commissioned by VUMC), and (c) any other works of authorship not created within the
scope of employment as a VUMC employee (collectively, “Literary and Artistic Works”) are
owned by their creators. Literary and Artistic Works include such texts that have been stored on
computer media, but exclude computer programs or computer software or databases that are
neither accessory to nor an electronic expression of a scholarly text. Such programs and software
are subject to the VU Technology Policy, available at
http://cttc.co/inventors/policies/vu-technology-policy.
Works for hire. Works of authorship created within the scope of VUMC employment and not
otherwise qualifying as Literary and Artistic Works, and works of authorship commissioned by
VUMC, are works for hire under the copyright law and the copyright therein is owned by
VUMC, except that works created for VU or its School of Medicine, even if written by VU
faculty or other VU personnel employed by VUMC, are deemed works for hire of VU, not
VUMC. Examples of VUMC works for hire are reports, memoranda, notes, and correspondence
written by VUMC personnel relating to VUMC financial, policy, or administrative matters.

